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Tata Trusts' Central India Initiative to use technology to help Jharkhand tribals 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/company/corporate-trends/tata-trusts-central-india-initiative-to-use-
technology-to-help-jharkhand-tribals/articleshow/48187617.cms 

 
According to the statement, the initiative aims to bring prosperity in the region through creating lakhpati farmers - farmers who earn 

upward of a lakh rupees from agriculture and allied activities and are part of vibrant community institutions. Tata Trusts'  Central 

India Initiative is trying to develop feasible technology options to bring prosperity to tribal communities in the Central Indian tribal 

belt, home to 65 per cent of India's  adivasi community. 

 

According to the statement, the initiative aims to bring prosperity in the region through creating lakhpati farmers - farmers who earn 

upward of a lakh rupees from agriculture and allied activities and are part of vibrant community institutions. 

 

This will impact the livelihood of 300,000 households and develop 42 blocks as regional drivers of growth in the region over 2015-

20. 24 of these blocks are in  Jharkhand. A roundtable of 40 experts ranging from technology experts and entrepreneurs, state 

agencies, implementation partners, researchers, media donors and resource support organizations was set up, said the statement. 

 

They examined the potential of technology, insights from existing initiatives, technology and adoption trends. 

 

"We are very excited with the outcome of the workshop. This roundtable was only the first step towards generating a shelf of ideas 

that we can then incubate and operationalize. While various directions emerged from the discussions that we had, one general 

agreement has been that technology is poised to play a critical role in disseminating contextual information that can aid in bringing 

about prosperity amongst tribal farmers,"  Vartika Jaini, senior development manager,  Tata Trusts, and executive director, 

Collectives for Integrated Livelihood Initiatives (CInI), said. 

 

Tata Trusts, along with other stakeholders, formally registered an associate organization called Collectives for Integrated Livelihood 

Initiatives (CInI) on May 17, 2007 under the Societies Registration Act 1958. 
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Jharkhand: Tata Trusts Aims To Explore Technology Usage For Tribal Welfare 

http://www.indiacsr.in/en/jharkhand-tata-trusts-aims-to-explore-technology-usage-for-tribal-welfare/ 

 
TATA Sons Master LogoIndiaCSR Awards Logo (3)Tata Trusts' Central India Initiative is looking to develop feasible technology 

options to bring prosperity to tribal communities in the Central Indian tribal belt, home to 65% of India's adivasi community. 

 

 

The Initiative aims to bring prosperity in the region through creating lakhpati farmers - farmers who earn upward of a lakh or rupees 

from agriculture and allied activities and are part of vibrant community institutions. 

 

Building on the success of interventions supported by the Trusts, the initiative aims to bring irreversible impact on quality of life and 

livelihood of 300,000 households and develop 42 blocks as regional drivers of growth in the region over 2015-20. 24 of these 

blocks are in Jharkhand. The initiative is anchored by CInI, the nodal agency of the Tata Trusts for the initiative. 

 

In context of the recent launch of the Digital India programme, this first of its kind roundtable convened 40 experts ranging from 

technology experts and entrepreneurs, state agencies, implementation partners, researchers, media donors and resource support 

organizations. 

 

The deliberations have led to  identification of a shelf of feasible digital technology options which can support in the making of 

lakhpati farmers in the tribal pockets of India.  The Trusts are looking for ambitious and disruptive but relevant technology options 

for marginal farmers in the Central Indian tribal belt, which can work on a business model. 

 

The roundtable examined the potential of technology, insights from existing initiatives, technology and adoption trends. 

 

The Initiative is particularly keen to examine the role technology to support community-to-community sharing of good practices and 

information, setting up mechanisms through which service providers, or those trying to reach tribal communities, can do so to make 

their content available. 

 

Technology will help in building mechanisms to capture positive stories on the region through visuals and video clips, generating 

demand among communities for the same livelihood investments. 

 

Digital technology can also disseminate market information, keeping in mind that tribal communities prefer low-hassle farm-gate 

sale. Some specific initiatives like internet carts under the Internet Saathi program in association with Google and Intel, which will 

carry internet access to remote pockets, is being planned for implementation in this quarter. 

 

A tablet enabled English teaching programme is being launched in 140 schools in Khunti. The Trusts will also collaborate with other 

agencies and incubate development of the shortlisted ideas, which will work in close collaboration with its field programmes. 

 

http://www.indiacsr.in/en/jharkhand-tata-trusts-aims-to-explore-technology-usage-for-tribal-welfare/
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"We are very excited with the outcome of the workshop. This roundtable was only the first step towards generating a shelf of ideas 

that we can then incubate and operationalize. 

 

While various directions emerged from the discussions that we had, one general agreement has been that technology is poised to 

play a critical role in disseminating contextual information that can aid in bringing about prosperity amongst tribal farmers" Vartika 

Jaini, Senior Development Manager, Tata Trusts, and Executive Director, CInI, said. 

 

(IndiaCSR is renowned and No.1 news portal in the domain of CSR, which is live since 2009. www.indiacsr.in is for you and your 

organization. IndiaCSR believes in uninterrupted generation and flow of information. We also believe in values and extending value 

based descriptions. IndiaCSR is mirroring what is happening around in the contemporary environment. We request you to support 

the initiative and promote it within your network. We welcome reactions to the stories, comments on issues that interest you, 

feedback & comments from your side to make it more purposeful and resourceful. Please send us your organization's news, press 

releases, articles and contributions to editor@indiacsr.in. You can find updates at Facebook IndiaCSR News) 
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CInI to take tech-based initiatives to bring prosperity to tribals 

http://social.yourstory.com/2015/07/cini-tech-tribals/ 

 
Tata Trusts' Central India Initiative (CInI) is looking to develop feasible technology options to bring prosperity to tribal communities 

in the Central Indian tribal belt, home to 65 per cent of the country's tribal community.Building on the success of interventions 

supported by the Trusts, the initiative aims at bring quality of life and livelihood of 3,00,000 households and developing 42 blocks as 

regional drivers of growth by 2015-20, a press release by the private sector said in Ranchi. In the context of the recent launch of the 

Digital India programme, it said the first roundtable held in Ranchi deliberated with experts ranging from technology experts and 

entrepreneurs, state agencies, implementation partners, researchers, media donors and resource support organizations 

participating. An initiative anchored by CInI, the nodal agency of the Tata Trusts for the initiative, the release said the deliberations 

led to identification of a shelf of feasible digital technology options, which could support in the making of 'lakhpati farmers' in the 

tribal pockets of the country. "We are very excited with the outcome of the workshop. This roundtable was only the first step 

towards generating a shelf of ideas that we can then incubate and (make it) operational," the release said quoting Vartika Jaini, 

senior development manager, Tata Trusts and Executive Director, CInI. She said "While various directions emerged from the 

discussions that we had, one general agreement has been that technology is poised to play a critical role in disseminating 

contextual information that can aid in bringing about prosperity amongst tribal farmers." The roundtable examined the potential of 

technology, insights from existing initiatives, technology and adoption trends and that the Initiative was particularly keen to examine 

the role of technology to support community-to-community sharing of good practices and information, setting up mechanisms 

through which service providers or those trying to reach tribal communities, could do so to make their content available. The 

release also said the initiative aims at bringing prosperity in the region through creating lakhpati farmers - farmers who earn upward 

of a lakh of rupees from agriculture and allied activities and were part of vibrant community institutions. A tablet enabled English 

teaching programme was being launched in 140 schools in Khunti, the release said adding, the Trusts would also collaborate wi th 

other agencies and incubate development of the shortlisted ideas, which would work in close collaboration with its field 

programmes.  
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Central India Initiative to develop technology options to bring prosperity to tribals 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/central-india-initiative-to-develop-technology-options-to-
bring-prosperity-to-tribals/articleshow/48178208.cms 

 
Building on the success of interventions supported by the Trusts, the initiative aims at bring quality of life and livelihood of 3,00,000 

households.  Tata Trusts' Central India Initiative (CInI) is looking to develop feasible technology options to bring prosperity to tribal 

communities in the Central Indian tribal belt, home to 65 per cent of the country's tribal community. 

 

Building on the success of interventions supported by the Trusts, the initiative aims at bring quality of life and livelihood of 3,00,000 

households and developing 42 blocks as regional drivers of growth by 2015-20, a press release by the private sector said here. 

 

In the context of the recent launch of the Digital India programme, it said the first roundtable held today in Ranchi deliberated with 

experts ranging from technology experts and entrepreneurs, state agencies, implementation partners, researchers, media donors 

and resource support organizations participating. 

 

An initiative anchored by CInI, the nodal agency of the  Tata Trusts for the initiative, the release said the deliberations led to 

identification of a shelf of feasible digital technology options, which could support in the making of 'lakhpati farmers' in the tribal 

pockets of the country. 

 

"We are very excited with the outcome of the workshop. This roundtable was only the first step towards generating a shelf of ideas 

that we can then incubate and (make it) operational," the release said quoting Vartika Jaini,  senior development manager, Tata 

Trusts and  Executive Director, CInI. 

 

She said "While various directions emerged from the discussions that we had, one general agreement has been that technology is 

poised to play a critical role in disseminating contextual information that can aid in bringing about prosperity amongst tribal 

farmers." 

 

The roundtable examined the potential of technology, insights from existing initiatives, technology and adoption trends and that the 

Initiative was particularly keen to examine the role of technology to support community-to-community sharing of good practices and 

information, setting up mechanisms through which service providers or those trying to reach tribal communities, could do so to 

make their content available. 

 

The release also said the initiative aims at bringing prosperity in the region through creating lakhpati farmers - farmers who earn 

upward of a lakh of rupees from agriculture and allied activities and were part of vibrant community institutions. 

 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/central-india-initiative-to-develop-technology-options-to-bring-prosperity-to-tribals/articleshow/48178208.cms
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/central-india-initiative-to-develop-technology-options-to-bring-prosperity-to-tribals/articleshow/48178208.cms
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A tablet enabled English teaching programme was being launched in 140 schools in Khunti, the release said adding, the Trusts 

would also collaborate with other agencies and incubate development of the shortlisted ideas, which would work in close 

collaboration with its field programmes. 
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Datacentre Management . org Recent Posts Central India Initiative to rise record options to move 

wealth to … 

http://www.datacentremanagement.org/2015/07/central-india-initiative-to-develop-technology-options-to-bring-prosperity-
to/ 

 
Building on a success of interventions upheld by a Trusts, a beginning aims during move peculiarity of life and provision of 3,00,000 

households and building 42 blocks as informal drivers of expansion by 2015-20, a press recover by a private zone pronounced 

here. 

 

In a context of a new launch of a Digital India programme, it pronounced a initial roundtable hold currently in Ranchi deliberated 

with experts trimming from record experts and entrepreneurs, state agencies, doing partners, researchers, media donors and 

apparatus support organizations participating. 

 

An beginning anchored by CInI, a nodal group of a  Tata Trusts for a initiative, a recover pronounced a deliberations led to marker 

of a shelf of possibly digital record options, that could support in a creation of 'lakhpati farmers' in a genealogical pockets of a 

country. 

 

"We are really vehement with a outcome of a workshop. This roundtable was usually a initial step towards generating a shelf of 

ideas that we can afterwards breed and (make it) operational," a recover pronounced quoting Vartika Jaini,  comparison growth 

manager, Tata Trusts and  Executive Director, CInI. 

 

She pronounced "While several directions emerged from a discussions that we had, one ubiquitous agreement has been that 

record is staid to play a vicious purpose in disseminating contextual information that can assist in bringing about wealth among 

genealogical farmers." 

 

The roundtable examined a intensity of technology, insights from existent initiatives, record and adoption trends and that a Initiative 

was quite penetrating to inspect a purpose of record to support community-to-community pity of good practices and information, 

environment adult mechanisms by that use providers or those perplexing to strech genealogical communities, could do so to make 

their calm available. 

 

The recover also pronounced a beginning aims during bringing wealth in a segment by formulating lakhpati farmers - farmers who 

acquire ceiling of a lakh of rupees from cultivation and associated activities and were partial of colourful village institutions. 

 

A inscription enabled English training programme was being launched in 140 schools in Khunti, a recover pronounced adding, a 

Trusts would also combine with other agencies and breed growth of a shortlisted ideas, that would work in tighten partnership with 

the margin programmes. 
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